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About This Content

Bring your tale to life! From Bitter Sweet Entertainment comes their second music pack which includes BGMs for use in your
light-novel game.

Provided in both m4a and ogg formats, this pack includes:
42 BGM tracks

Includes (ogg / m4a):
1. LNSM2_BGM01_Theme1
2. LNSM2_BGM02_Theme2
3. LNSM2_BGM03_Theme3
4. LNSM2_BGM04_Theme4
5. LNSM2_BGM05_Theme5
6. LNSM2_BGM06_Theme6
7. LNSM2_BGM07_Theme7
8. LNSM2_BGM08_Theme8
9. LNSM2_BGM09_Theme9

10. LNSM2_BGM10_Theme10
11. LNSM2_BGM11_Classic1
12. LNSM2_BGM12_Classic2
13. LNSM2_BGM13_Classic3

14. LNSM2_BGM14_Musicbox1
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15. LNSM2_BGM15_Musicbox2
16. LNSM2_BGM16_Nostalgia1
17. LNSM2_BGM17_Nostalgia2
18. LNSM2_BGM18_Nostalgia3
19. LNSM2_BGM19_Comical1
20. LNSM2_BGM20_Comical2

21. LNSM2_BGM21_HeavyRock
22. LNSM2_BGM22_Serious1
23. LNSM2_BGM23_Serious2
24. LNSM2_BGM24_Serious3
25. LNSM2_BGM25_Serious4
26. LNSM2_BGM26_Serious5
27. LNSM2_BGM27_Town1

28. LNSM2_BGM28_Town2_Night
29. LNSM2_BGM29_Scene1
30. LNSM2_BGM30_Scene2
31. LNSM2_BGM31_Scene3
32. LNSM2_BGM32_Scene4
33. LNSM2_BGM33_Scene5
34. LNSM2_BGM34_Scene6
35. LNSM2_BGM35_Scene7
36. LNSM2_BGM36_Scene8
37. LNSM2_BGM37_Scene9
38. LNSM2_BGM38_Scene10
39. LNSM2_BGM39_Scene11
40. LNSM2_BGM40_Scene12
41. LNSM2_BGM41_Scene13
42. LNSM2_BGM42_Scene14
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2/10
Thank god I only wasted 80 Cents on this.
It's horrible.. Awesome game, wurf it if you like mmo rpgs and some strategy, also good for farm addicts (like me) :D. i love the
interrior of this loco. The sounds are most likely accurate to the actual engine, however i was hoping for something different.
my ONLY COMPLAINT on this particular model is this : the headlights and ditch lights do NOT show that they're actually
illuminated, however when you are in the dark, it does illuminate the path in front of the loco. but on the model itself, they are
dark. not sure whats the problem there, any suggestions from anyone would be appreciated.. NOTE - This review is for the
hardest difficulty, "Saboteur Mode," which makes playthroughs completely different and much harder and stealthier than the
lower difficulty levels.*
Like Metal Gear Solid, but not so much your gameplay being interrupted every 10 minutes by Codec chatter and / or Hollywood-
esque cutscenes? Prefer gritty, hardcore, super realistic tactical espionage action where getting caught usually results in you on
the losing end of a very short firefight? Well, perhaps you've stumbled upon this diamond in the rough as I have. The game
plays similar in some ways to the MGS series with many elements from MGS3 Snake Eater (backpack, etc); mini map with
enemies and their field of vision represented by a much larger cone than in MGS, FOV cones shrink when you go prone and
stop moving for a few seconds. It grows even tinier if you are in grass and can utilize your camo. There is so much more into
figuring out how to beat this game on hardest difficulty as you cannot procure enemy disguises. It's doable though, a trail well
hidden / disposed of, garrotted, and chloroformed bodies later and I was damn proud of myself for infiltrating that Nazi airbase
near Prague and putting a stop to the prototype Nazi Me-163 new rocket type fighter on the first mission! Smersh agents >
Foxhound all day.. A very extensive sandbox simulator of life evolving.

Start with a basic organism and watch natural selection, cause and effect, and pure dumb luck drive its development. This game
also gives you the ability to splice and import your own organisms.

Buyer be warned, you will want a good CPU to run this game.. Confused. Purchased this and now it says I need to log in to use
it. That being said, I can't log in because the login times out after 0 milliseconds (the games words, not mine). What can I do?.
I'm really enjoying the game HOWEVER there is a major drawback in that the game is totally out of focus, blurred so it takes a
great deal of the fun out of it because you can't really see well where you're going. I have an inteli7-7700K quad processor and
an NVidia GTX 1080 graphics card and 32GB RAM. I am using an Oculus Rift. Perhaps that's the problem. I don't know but it
is very frustrating and I wish someone would address the issue... Soon. If this gets corrected I will update my review.. Sweet
fantasy is a short, light-hearted and funny VN.

You won't be buying this for its NSFW content - you can get more pics from looking at any of the Sakura series store pages, and
the written NSFW is the weakest part of the whole game. That aside, it's a light-hearted, funny and overall enjoyable read, bar a
few non-disruptive translation issues.

 the VN engine worked flawlessly

 CG is pleasing, above average considering the price tag

 music is average, not distracting; but nothing I would consider buying as an OST

 written content is quite nice and the best part of this VN

 due to its short length there is not much of a real story

 all of the characters are well (re)presented and consistent, each having their own quirks

. 7/10

This is one of the more average 'Choice of' Games I've played. Overall, I found it enjoyable, and if you are interested in the
premise, I think it is worth a try. It's not mind-blowingly amazing, but I don't regret the purchase. The side characters and
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romance options are some of the more memorable ones. However, some of the chapters are a little only the slow side, despite
the occasional interesting parts. It never really gripped me with suspense or curiosity, but that doesn't make it a bad story.
Overall, good characters, mediocre story.. One of the first games I played along with the Silent Hunter series. Imo this was
better than Pacific as it is far more story rich but going back and playing this it has not aged well and the controls and UI seem
worse than I remember. Anyway I can't really say don't buy this game as it is really not that bad I when I was a kid must have
played it 10 times over but I if you are set on getting it, pick it up from a 3rd party or a 5$ bin from a games store.
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I am a fan of tabletop tactics games and they take up too much time, space, and money to be a viable thing in my life. This game
is a fantastic alternative and one of things I am loving most about this is that it is so classic. The game system is great and would
hold up well 20 years ago or 20 years in the future. Three thumbs up. Also, I can't wait to earn more currency in game so I can
keep buying packs of cards!. Is this a joke?. short time play but intend to play for longer so ill update if i find anythink ^.^
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This here game reminds me of the game Xcom that the first game to be clear but with updated details to a point and some nice
new toys to play with it makes it fun interseting and can almost keep up with the new xcom unknown i would say if you like
games like that then get this or look into it on youtube a bit before you try but heck till then im going to go back fighting the
good fight
Pros
------
this game has a ton todo form your team members all with they own kind of personaly and gifts but with time can become
anyone you wish they have nicknames so you know who who and you can add new armor guns close range toys so on like in
xcom but where you can parts like head and chest and not only that you have groups\/races to add to your time to mix the taste
that your unit works as
you also have a nice base maker, nice world map where you pick the mission even if it does fill a tad force side mission are fun
but felt like i had to go on a given path but till loved it none the less, no only you have ammo needs and funding along with ally
who love or hate yer and they play a good part in how long you will live as member then to well bite the dust for good very easly
you do fill as if your growing on you know skills and time you may fill like it just how the game is played out but how you place
and how you ready your self for what is to come mean life and death
----------------------
cons-
----------------------
this game is not with out it cons take the Ai for starts at this time i only come across a limited number of AI but the range ones i
have seen didnt put up to much of a fight or more and less bum rushed me in large numbers what can be hard to react to i think
personly that i just suck as this but then again when you have 3 Ufos run at you guns fireing but not looking for cover it tends
leave one wundering,
the gift to play with a unit is wunderfull but there simple things that i love to beable to do like name chance or maybe small little
face chance somethink to make me fill as if they my own they have a nick name thing but that just do much for me
---------------------

well just a reminder im not done yet i intend to play a full game see all the toys all the races and all the base parts but thank you
for reading this drop me a line some time if you like and good luck. Tl;dr Stellaris used to be a great game, but has turned
unintuitive and very unfun in recent updates. 9\/10 before update 2.1, 4\/10 after update 2.1.

Stellaris was a great strategy game until they made it overly-complex, micro-management based, and incredibly un-intuitive.
When I say un-intuitive, I'm not complaining from a "I don't understand the mechanics" standpoint, I'm talking from a "Even the
game's AI doesn't understand the mechanics" standpoint. Whereas it used to be a decently-immersive, well thought out strategy
game, it feels more akin to a mobile game nowadays with ridiculous amounts of micro-management and a slough of resources
tied to an economy so fragile that only you (the player) are bound to it. If the game's computer-controlled empires were required
to put in half the insight or strategy you are required to to keep your empire running smoothly, Paradox Interactive would have
accidentally created Skynet. But more on that later in the review.

In previous iterations of Stellaris, you managed a select few resources: energy, minerals, food, and population. These were quite
fun to manage; allotting entire worlds to massive mining complexes or energy plants was beneficial, simple, and kept the game
running smoothly. Alternatively you could run less risk of losing a massive chunk of resources should a planet fall by building
whatever the planet's surface tiles dictated: farms on rich land, mines on mineral-laced areas, and so on. Occasionally you would
find Strategic Resources; finding these and harvesting them granted permanent bonuses to your empire as long as you controlled
the resource.
Additionally, once your empire expanded to an appropriately galactic scale, you could allot star systems to sectors lead and
autonimously run by governors. As long as a planet is well governed, the locals are happy. This allows for efficient expansion
through the galaxy and intuitive trades with other empires as you become a notable force on the star map. DLC's added a
massive amount of variety in your empires playstyle, adding content like ship designs, government types, empire backgrounds,
races and traits, and so on.
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In the current iteration of Stellaris, brought about with update 2.1 (the Megacorp DLC), you have upwards of a dozen resources
to worry about in an ever-so-fragile pyramid scheme: A is required to make B, B and C are required to make D, A through D
are required to make E and F, etc. etc. Additionally, modification of a populations current employment (which can be found on
the bland new planet chart, as opposed to the previous map with land tiles) results in widespread unemployment, poverty, and
unhappiness on the planet. As a result, production lowers, and even more unhappiness arises.
This chain of resources and population maintenance is so convoluted that a quick peek into any AI empire will reveal they
actually have no idea how to manage it. The resource and production numbers you see from your empire's perspective while
observing others are arbitrarily allotted, regardless of what the empire is actually capable of producing. This leads to very
frustrating wars where it really makes no sense how another empire is withstanding yours even after sustaining critical loss of
territory. And speaking of seizing territory, your economy comes to a grinding halt whenever you gain another empire's planet
thanks to the painfully bad AI\/economy: often times a planet will be covered entirely in a single type of building, or some other
incredibly inefficient design that keeps production almost impossibly low in addition to keeping the locals unhappy and
unemployed, which has ridiculously expensive repercussions across your empire.

The bottom line is strategy games are frustrating when, not only are you required to worry about a million little things at any
given time, but your methods for managing the aforementioned million things is very poorly designed and inefficient. To top it
all off, you are the only person worrying about these things; the AI empires get to blissfully free-float in an economy magically
materializing to fulfill their every wish. It feels very one-sided, rushed, and poorly thought out. I'd give Stellaris 4\/10 in it's current
iteration, and a 8.5-9\/10 in previous ones.. A solid game, I really like it. You manage a team of gladiators that you control in
tactical turn based battles.
You win money with these, and have to decide how to invest it: training, equipment, new team members.

Graphics is a bit outdated, but the game concept is great. Many hours of fun for a good price.. For a team of 3, this game is a lot
better than what I imagined. It obviously still needs work, but its pretty good for an early access game. I enjoy the concept its trying
to go for, however I just want to walk up a hill without falling through.. This game is very fun.. Fantastic little retro RPG. Brought
back all the old feelings of adventure and discovery, playing Final Fantasy 4/5/6 in the dark in my room as a kid. A lot of games
today try to recapture this, but this one does it right.. I had to play this crap game for 5 minutes just to leave this crap review.. I
wanted to like this game but there are so many things wrong with this game it riddicoulous that they are even selling this game for
15 euros.Glitches ,bugs,poor level design,clumsy controls and to top them all the achievements dont work.
Stay away from this one,trust me.
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